
Artist Title Description Format Price

A Place To Bury Strangers Keep Slipping Away 2022 140g Clear Vinyl in Standard Sleeve of A Place TLP £26.99

Art Blakey And The Jazz Messengers In My Prime This unique album comes as a deluxe 180g DOUB2LP £36.99

BE BOP DELUXE ODEON CONCERT 1977 (3LP RSD 2022) A NEW LIMITED EDITION RE-MASTERED 3L3LP £44.99

Beth Orton Central Reservation Central Reservation makes a welcome retu2LP £30.99

Beth Orton Trailer Park
Trailer Park makes a welcome return to 

vinyl and has been pressed across 2LP's 
2LP £30.99

Biff Bang Pow! Songs For The Sad Eyed Girl Classic Creation 1990 LP from Biff Bang Po LP £22.99

Billy Bragg Life's A Riot With Spy vs Spy To celebrate the 30th anniversary of his seminal 1983 debut recording Life's a Riot with Spy vs Spy, Billy Bragg released a special edition comprising the original album re-mastered, plus a new, live solo version by Billy recorded as a unique encore at his London Union Chapel show on Wednesday 5 June 2013. Billy says Life’s a Riot with Spy vs Spy has a very special place in his heart, `being the first step on a 30 year journey that has seen me travel to places that I could never have imagined back in 83. Also, as it's only 17 minutes long, I can knock the whole album out as an encore if the fancy takes me - no need to book the Royal Albert Hall and the London Symphony Orchestra.LP £22.99

Bobby Hamilton Quintet Unlimited Dream Queen 2000 pressed worldwide. First time on vinyl for many years. Reissue of the sought-after deep/spiritual jazz album, the first time it’s been pressed from the master tapes. All analog lacquer by Bernie Grundman. Bobby Hamilton founded the band Anubis in Syracuse, New York, and they put out their awesome ‘Ecology’ single on Charles Bazen’s Salt City imprint. It’s a highlight on the Soul-Cal anthology Now-Again issued in 2012, something akin to Terry Callier and Gil Scott Heron’s most soulful worksLP £29.99

Brian Tyler The Fast and Furious: Tokyo Drift - Original ScoreThe Fast and the Furious is the most succe2LP £30.99

Calvin Keys Full Court Press Tidal Waves Music now proudly presents the FIRST ever vinyl reissue of “Full Court Press” (originally released on Olive Branch Records in 1985). This rare record (vintage copies are not easy to come by) now comes as a deluxe 180g vinyl edition, strictly limited to 1800 copies worldwide with obi strip and features the original artwork by John Heard (Azar Lawrence, Count Basie) &amp; sleeve notes by Sherman Ferguson (Pharoah Sanders Quartet).LP £33.99

Chet Baker LIVE IN PARIS Rare and previously unreleased live record3LP £79.99

Chet Baker feat. Ennio Morricone I Know I Will Lose You The meeting of Ennio and Chet in 1962 was a sublimeencounter and couldn't have come at a better time for bothartists.For years, many Chet Baker fans weren’t even aware these fourItalian sides existed, as the four RCA songs weren't releasedoutside of Italy until the early 2000s. For another, when mostlisteners reach for the singing Baker, they usually turn to hiswork with pianist Russ Freeman, although these four Italiantracks are easily in the same league.In August, 1960, Chet Baker was arrested in Lucca, Italy. Hewas convicted of drug smuggling and forgery and sentenced toa year, seven months, and ten days in a Lucca prison. When hewas released early, in December, 1961, RCA Italiana organizedcollaborative sessions with composer, arranger, and conductorEnnio Morricone. In 1962, they recorded these 4 compositionsthat Chet Baker wrote while incarcerated.10'' £13.99

Collective Soul Disciplined Breakdown In 1994, Southern alt-rockers Collective SoLP £22.99

Crass Big A Little A / You're Already Dead The original 12" single for Big A Little was 12" £15.99

Creedence Clearwater Revivel Live at the Albert Hall For years, rumors have circulated about a long-lost Creedence recording, captured in 1970 during the band’s appearance at London’s Royal Albert Hall. Now, more than 50 years later, fans can now a piece of rock 'n' roll lore with this collectible 7-inch. Mirroring the original double-sided 45 released in 1970, Side A features the Albert Hall performance of “Travelin’ Band,” marking the debut release of this rare recording, while Side B offers “Who’ll Stop the Rain,” live at Oakland Coliseum, CA. 7" £13.99

Deacon Blue Raintown (35th anniversary) New 25th anniversary edition of Deacon Blue’s classic debut, featuring an additional insert with new liner notes by front man Ricky Ross and foil embellished sleeve. Each copy is individually numbered. £1 from every sale will be donated to War Child.LP £28.99

Dio Double Dose Of Donington - '83 & '87
Newly created DIO art picture disc 

celebrating the two legendary 
LP £16.99

DJ Fresh GOLD DUST Finally the Double Platinum 1.2 selling dan12" £17.99

Dudu Lima & Joao Bosco O RONCO DA CUíCA / INCOMPATIBI Originally written by Joao Bosco and Aldir Blanc and released on Bosco’s 1976 album Galos De Briga, “O Ronco da Cuica” is a samba/MPB masterpiece12" £19.99

Emerson, Lake & Palmer Trilogy
Limited edition LP picture disc in die-

cut sleeve of ELP’s third studio album, LP £27.99

Engineers Folly 10” British shoegaze, 2004 the mini-album, available as a 10” for the first time, 1000 white vinyl10" £21.99

Farm (The) Groovy Train
Originally released in 1990, ‘Groovy 
Train’ was the second single by The 12" £20.99

Fatboy Slim Praise You / Right Here Right Now Remixes
Never featured on vinyl together 

before, the two biggest selling remixes 
LP £20.99

Field Music Plumb Reissued for the first time since its original release in 2012and long since out of print, Plumb is one of Field Music’sbest works, an album that firmly cemented them as one ofthe UK’s most creative and critically acclaimed bands. Itwas nominated for a Mercury Music Prize and receivedhuge praise from the likes of MOJO, Q, UNCUT, TheGuardian and more. Plumb’s 10 year anniversary edition is limited to 2,000copies worldwide and comes on clear, plum coloured vinylfor Record Store Day 2022.LP £25.99

Flash & The Dynamics The New York Sound Beginning in the mid-’60s, musicians were filling the clubs with an irresistible combination of soul, R&B, and Afro-Cuban dance rhythms. By the turn of the decade, the style—known as “boogaloo”—had evolved, often integrating socially conscious lyricism (in both English and Spanish), rock and funk influences, and a heavy dose of psychedelia. That sound is captured in Flash & The Dynamics’ The New York Sound—a 1971 rarity from the Fania Records vaults. The album—which marks the band’s sole title—blends traditional Latin melodies with distorted guitars, soulful psychedelia, and funky rhythms. Listeners will be transported to another era with jams like “Everybody’s Got Soul,” “Guajira Sicodélica,” and the trippy instrumental, “Electric Latin Soul.” Returning to vinyl for the first time in decades, The New York Sound features all-analog mastering by Kevin Gray at Cohearent Audio. Housed in a tip-on jacket, this special edition has been pressed exclusively for RSD 2022 on 180-gram purple vinyl at RTI for an optimalLP £30.99

Freddie Hubard MUSIC IS HERE Wewantsounds is delighted to announce t2LP £29.99

Fun Boy Three The Best of
"Fun Boy Three was formed by Terry 

Hall, Lynval Golding and Nevile Staples 
LP £23.99

Future Utopia 12 QUESTIONS AFTER DARK (RSD 2 ‘12 Questions After Dark’ is the electronic leaning and after-hours themed accompaniment release to 2020’s acclaimed ‘12 Questions’ album from Future Utopia, the artist project from legendary producer and songwriter Fraser T Smith.2LP £35.99

Fuzzy Haskins Radio Active Tidal Waves Music now proudly presents the FIRST ever vinyl reissue of ‘Radio Active’ since 1978 (the year the record was originally released on Westbound Records). This unique album comes as a deluxe 180g vinyl edition (strictly limited to 500 copies) with obi strip and features the original artwork created by virtuoso Ronald Edwards (known for his graphic work with Parliament-Funkadelic, Bootsy Collins, Fred Wesley, George Clinton, Maceo Parker, Bernie Worrell, Fishbone…and countless others).LP £33.99

G.B.H. City Baby Attacked By Rats
A limited edition lime green colour 

vinyl edition of GBH’s City Baby LP £27.99

Gerard Way Hesitant Alien Blue vinyl version of the 2014 release from tLP £26.99

Go West Bangs & Crashes
RSD Exclusive.  The follow up to their 

hugely successful UK 2x Platinum 
2LP £27.99

Go! Team (The) Proof of Youth The Go! Team reissue their second album Proof ofYouth for Record Store Day 2022. Long since out of print, this 15 year anniversary editioncomes with an exclusive sleeve and a flexi disc of nonalbum track Milk Crisis and is pressed on “bubblegum”vinyl. This edition of Proof of Youth is limited to 3,000copies worldwide.LP £25.99

Gun Club (The) SPLATTER VINYL) (RSD 2022) Amazing recording of Live At the Hacienda '83 from initiators of the US wave of cow-punk - 'The Gun Club'!• Available as this special "Quattro" Red & White Splatter vinyl which includes an OBI strip, Single album jacket, printed inner sleeves and record labelsLP £24.99

Halestorm Back From The Dead Halestorm release a die cut tombstone 7" £42.99

Heartbreakers The L.A.M.F. Demo Sessions Four Johnny Thunders &amp; the Heartbreakers&#39; demo sessions from 1976 & 77, Transparent magenta vinyl, with a 12” poster of the Roberta Bayley cover photo.LP £18.99

Home Boy And The C.O.L. Home Boy And The C.O.L. Tidal Waves Music now proudly presents the FIRST ever vinyl reissue of “Home Boy And The C.O.L.” for RSD 2022 ..originally released and privately pressed on Alwest Records in 1982. This rare record (original copies tend to go for LARGE amounts on the secondary market) now comes as a deluxe 180g vinyl edition, strictly limited to 1500 copies worldwide with obi strip and features the original artwork.LP £33.99

Human League The League Unlimited Orchestra One of the all-time greatest remix projects – every bit as good as the album that spawned it, The Human League’s Dare – Love and Dancing hasn’t been pressed since 2003 and, for its 40th anniversary, will be cut at half speed  and feature alternative/adjusted White artwork as well as White vinyl The album was principally the brainchild of Dare producer Martin Rushent, who was inspired by the work of the nascent hip hop scene and particularly Grandmaster Flash. As part of the process, Rushent cut up the Dare tapes and glued them back together. In total, over 2,600 edits feature on the album. LP £24.99

Jamie T Keying Lambo 10" single - new material in the lead up to 10" £13.99



Jimmy James & The Vagabonds & Sonya Spence This Heart Of Mine / Let Love Flow On A transparent blue vinyl version of DeptfordNorthern Soul Club Record’s best selling NorthernSoul release. High quality translucent coloured 7” vinyl, in awhite disco with black and white labels. Housed ina soft plastic sleeve7" £13.99

Joyce with Mauricio Maestro FEMININA (RSD 2022) This fabled 11 minute+ version of Brazilian icon Joyce’s groundbreaking “Feminina” was recorded at Columbia Studios, New York in 1977, for the as yet unreleased Natureza album.12" £19.99

Keith Richards Talk Is Cheap/Live At The Palladium - Double Cass
Limited-edition double cassette 

combining KEITH RICHARDS classic 
Cass £16.99

Kinks (The) Waterloo Sunset
On the 55th anniversary of the 

infamous single ‘Waterloo Sunset’, The 12" £20.99

LA LUZ LA LUZ - INSTRUMENTALS La Luz - The Instrumentals is a fully instrumental version of La Luz's self-titled 2021 album. Produced by Adrian Younge - renowned for his work with Ghostface Killah, Kendrick Lamar, and many more - The Instrumentals offers a uniquely atmospheric way to re-experience the ghostly electric guitar shimmers, charging fuzz-guitar rock, soulful organ-driven dream-funk, galactic synths, and breezy ‘70s folk-pop of the album.LP £24.99

Lester Tipton & Edward Hamilton & The Arabians This Won't Change/Baby Don't You Weep 7" £13.99

Linda Hoover I Mean To Shine In1966, soon-to-be legendary producer Gary Katz was an A&R rep for Bobby Darin’s company TM Music, located in the Brill Building in Manhattan. Katz was introduced to a 14-year old singer-songwriter who had recently placed first in a regional talent contest in Ramsey, NJ. She was an eager little brown haired beauty with a booming voice. Her name was Linda Hoover. Major labels courted Linda but her father insisted she go to college before signing a deal. He moved the family to Florida and enrolled Linda in Jacksonville University. She was miserable and barely attended class, only wanting to sing. When she turned 18, she called Gary Katz who invited her to New York with the promise of a record deal. He kept his word. Katz combined Linda’s folk-pop style with that of now fusion-jazz icons Walter Becker and Donald Fagen. She was signed to major label Roulette Records and began production on her debut album, I Mean to Shine. The album was one of Katz’ first major label productions and contained original songs by BeLP £17.99

Maccabees Colour It In A RSD return (1st appearance of 1000 units in 2015) for the band’s gold-selling, Stephen Street-produced debut album on its 15th anniversary. It will carry a new variant of the artwork that has never been used on the LP. Includes their most popular tune, ‘Toothpaste Kisses’.LP £24.99

Madness Baggy Trousers
Baggy Trousers’ is one of the only 
Madness singles that was never 

12" £23.99

Miles Davis Live In Montreal, July 7th, 1983
This double LP release includes one of 

Miles Davis’ final great bands including 2LP £29.99

Moons (The) Stand With Me Limited clear vinyl 7” single for RSD, 500 copies only. Following their popular 2020 album Pocket Melodies, The Moons return with new single 'Stand With Me'. An upbeat number merging classic moons melodies with a hip groove and hypnotic riff. The Moons are a 4 piece outfit formed in 2008 by frontman guitarist/songwriter Andy Crofts now also a member of the Paul Weller band along with Moons drummer Ben Gordelier7" £8.99

Morcheeba BLACKEST BLUE REMIXES Record Store Day 2022 sees Morcheeba h 12" £11.99

Night Beats Valentine Sessions Night Beats is the brain-child of Native Texan Danny Lee Blackwell. The soundtrack of a generation, the band’s R&B inspired Western Psychedelic sound is a reckoning, a shoot-out at dawn, the ear-splitting peel-out that leaves nothing but a cloud of red dust in its wake. Through the years Night Beats has garnered a reputation as one of the finest purveyors of contemporary rock’n’roll around. It seems fitting therefore that they should record a set of material live at Los Angeles Valentine studios in March 2021 especially for RSD 2022. Get ready for some of the finest psychedelic and R&B-infused garage-rock sounds aroundLP £22.99

Paul Butterfield Blues Band (The) The Original Lost Elektra Sessions
 Deluxe 3LP expanded edition of The 

Paul Butterfield Band’s lost sessions 3LP £49.99

Paul McCartney Women and Wives McCartney’s original version of “Women And Wives” was recorded in ‘Rockdown’, for his chart topping McCartney III album. Written by McCartney after reading the biography of legendary blues singer Huddie “Leadbelly” Ledbetter and recorded with Elvis Presley’s bassist Bill Black’s very own upright bass, it is an easy pick as Record Store Day’s inaugural Song of the Year. Record Store Day’s “Women And Wives” Song of The Year release will feature Paul McCartney’s original version on Side One and St. Vincent’s imagined/remix of the song, from the McCartney III Imagined album on Side Two. Limited to a total quantity of 3000 worldwide, coming for the June 18th RSD Drop.12" ???

Pearl Jam Live On Two Legs
Originally released in 1998, ‘Live 
OnTwo Legs’ documents the band’s US 2LP £31.99

Peter Gabriel Live Blood Recorded at the Hammersmith Apollo, London, 23 & 24 March 2011 and originally released the following year, Live Blood is exactly what its name suggests – the live incarnation of Peter Gabriel’s New Blood project where he reworked a chunk of his back catalogue for a 46-piece orchestra.The album has been Half-Speed Remastered and cut to lacquers at 33RPM, across 3x heavyweight LPs, pressed on blood red vinyl.3LP £26.99

Prince The Gold Experience Deluxe
The Gold Experience was the first full 

length Prince album to be credited to 
2LP £31.99

Ramones The Sire LPs 1981-1989
Pleasant Dreams, Subterranean Jungle, 

Too Tough To Die, Animal Boy, Halfway 
BOX £139.99

Rationals (The) The Rationals The Rationals are one of the cornerstone bands of Detroit’s ever-storied rock history. Artists such as Bob Seger, Ted Nugent and Brownsville Station were influenced by The Rationals. Coming out of Ann Arbor in 1964, The Rationals gave an authentic R&B twist to the new rock ‘n roll styles of the British Invasion. The Rationals broke through with Jeep Holland’s A2 label in 1965 and found a hit with a cover of Otis Redding’s “Respect” on the Cameo Parkway label in 1966-- reaching its way onto the Billboard Hot 100. By 1967 The Rationals were firmly embedded in the Detroit music scene alongside such contemporaries as MC5, The Stooges, Bob Seger System and the Amboy Dukes. They were frequently featured on bills at the legendary Grande Ballroom, as well as supporting acts such as Cream, Jimi Hendrix, and Pink Floyd around the Detroit area. Their sole studio LP was self-titled and released by Crewe Records in 1970. Their matured sound included touches of soul, hard rock, psychedelia, and the blues which spawned clasLP £17.99

Ray Charles GENIUS LOVES COMPANY First time on vinyl for the classic 2004 Ray LP £23.99

Sampa the Great Birds And The BEE9 Before her critically acclaimed album ‘The Return’ (Ninja Tune),equal parts songwriter, poet, singer and lyricist Sampa TheGreat made her mixtape debut on Big Dada with ‘Birds And TheBEE9’. The mixtape won the Australian equivalent of TheMercury Prize (The Australian Music Prize) and featuresproduction from Slowthai producer Kwes Darko and Silentjay(who produced the lion’s share of ‘The Return’). Five years on it’s been repressed on yellow and orange splattervinyl and a liner note from Sampa The Great.LP £24.99

Sandie Shaw Hand In Glove (w/The Smiths) Originally released in 1984 and unavailable for almost 40 years, this was a collaboration between one of the most successful (UK) female stars of the ‘60s and indie darlings the Smiths, who were big fans. It features three Morrissey/Marr originals on which Sandie is backed by messrs Marr, Rourke and Joyce. Never previously available on coloured vinyl 12" £21.99

Slash 
Live ! 4 (feat. Myles Kennedy and The 

Conspirators) (Live at Studios 60)

A decade and four albums into their 

career, the new SMKC album 4 marks 
2LP £30.99

Soundtrack LOUIS THEROUX: MY SCIENTOLOGY MOVIE Exclusive a/b sunflower yellow and c/d azure blue colour & exclusive 'Movie Poster' pull out, First time pressing on Limited Coloured Vinyl for Record Store Day 2022 Written and performed by soundtrack composer Dan Jones the score soundtrack to Louis Theroux's critically acclaimed 2016 film ‘My Scientology Movie’, comes on a Limited Edition Coloured Vinyl with an exclusive 'Movie Poster' pull out Art Print Limited to 700 copies.2LP £32.99

Soundtrack Mimic  - Original Soundtrack Mimic was Guillermo del Toro's first big b LP £30.99

Soundtrack SANS MOBILE APPARENT (ENNIO MORRICONE) Finally, this wonderful soundtrack is widely available in all its glory replete with new artwork and remastered audio. Wewantsounds is delighted to present one of Ennio Morricone’s best and least known soundtracks for the 1971 cult French crime film ‘Sans Mobile Apparent’ directed by Philippe Labro. LP £26.99

Soundtrack SHADOW OF THE VAMPIRE Valentine Red colour LP , Original Motion Picture Soundtrack by Dan Jones with the BBC National Orchestra of Wales The Horror Movie ’Shadow of the Vampire’ was released in 2000 and starred John Malkovich and Willem Defoe. Never before released on Vinyl the soundtrack gets a special one off pressing on Coloured Vinyl for Record Store Day 2022 Limited to 500 copies.LP £22.99

Soundtrack The Cowboys  - Original Soundtrack (John Williams50th anniversary release celebrating the Joh2LP £30.99

Steve Hackett The Tokyo Tapes Jazz Dispensary returns with a groovy 

new compilation that zigzags in the 

LP £36.99

Sugababes Anniversary Remixes To honour twenty years since the release ofSugababes’ iconic debut album ‘One Touch’, theband released a series of brand-new remixes -these remixes are available on blue vinyl for thefirst time as a RSD exclusive.The reworks from Majestic, Metronomy, BloodOrange and MNEK offer a fresh take on classicsingles ‘Overload’, ’Same Old Story’ and ‘Run ForCover’.Pressed to blue vinyl with new artwork featuringarchival photographs.12" £19.99

Sun's Signature Sun's Signature 12" £15.99

Super Furry Animals Rings Around The World, B-Sides
1 x 140g colour vinyl LP. Single 'B-Sides' 

from the 3CD version of the recently 
LP £27.99

Supergrass Moving
Two unforgettable versions of ‘Moving’ 
from the 1999 'Supergrass' (X-Ray) 

12" £20.99

Suzi Quatro Suzi Quatro [Deluxe Edition]
Suzi Quatro is a legend of the 1970’s 
rock world and is still going strong 

2LP £28.99

Sweet Platinum Rare VOL 2 Platinum Rare VOL 2 captures the four fou2LP £30.99

Tangerine Dream Alpha Centauri Just in time for baseball season, the 

first ever 7" release of the Vince 

LP £22.99

TANGERINE DREAM 23RD, 1975) (ZOETROPE PICTURE DISCS) (RSD TANGERINE DREAM LIVE AT REIMS CINEMA O2LP £30.99

Undertones (The) The Love Parade
Cult classic single from The Undertones 

‘Love Parade’ released for the first time 12" £20.99

Various Artists 100% DYNAMITE! Ska, Soul, Rocksteady and Fun LP £32.99



VARIOUS ARTISTS VNYL) (RSD 2022) 50 YEARS OF TV'S GREATEST HITS - A comp2LP £30.99

Various Artists Big Night - Original Soundtrack A breakout indie film success in 1996, Big NLP £30.99

Various Artists Go Ahead Punk...Make My Day Any ’90s punk fan will surely remember coveting a copy of Go Ahead Punk... Make My Day—a classic sampler CD from Nitro Records. Originally released in 1996, the album delivered early cuts from some of the biggest names in West Coast punk, including AFI, the Offspring, and the Vandals. Available for the very first time on vinyl, Go Ahead Punk... Make My Day features ten high-energy tracks from AFI, Guttermouth, Jughead’s Revenge, The Vandals, and The Offspring, including the latter band’s cover of “Hey Joe”—a long-sought-after fan favorite, which was previously exclusive to this compilation. Pressed on orange splatter vinyl. LP £26.99

Various Artists GREENSLEEVES GANJA ANTHEMS A vintage crop of ten Herbalist anthems that put the green in Greensleeves for an exclusive RSD LP edition of the previous CD only ‘Hi-Grade Ganja Anthems’ - all pressed on herb green vinyl of course. ‘Hi Grade Ganja Anthems’ - Solomon Grave approved - blaze it up!LP £22.99

Various Artists Love Is All I Bring
This RSD exclusive is a reissue of the 

well-received 2019 album - Love is all I 
2LP £28.99

Various Artists STUDIO ONE CLASSICS LP £32.99

Viktor Vaughn Vaudeville Villain Hip Hop. 15000 pressed worldwide. First timeLP £38.99

Virgin Prunes Pagan Lovesong (40th Anniversary Edition)
First physical release by Mute/BMG & 

Virgin Prunes, celebrating 40th 
LP £20.99

Warrior Soul Odds & Ends For the first time on vinyl, Warrior Soul’s Odds & Ends will be released on exclusive Red & Blue Vinyl for Record Store Day 2022. This record is full of never before released on vinyl and rare outtakes from the band many still consider the voice of a generation, including the first ever release of the song, “Space Age Playboys”, which was left out of the 1994 album of the same nameLP £18.99


